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Abstract
The philosophy and scope of classical Product Data Management (PDM) systems have
changed strongly in recent years. The first systems were appropriate for drawing
administration only, the enhancement with functions for parts list (Bill of Material - BOM)
management, product structuring and classification of components were added in the course
of time. A further development step was the support of processes and workflows such as
release and change management. However the focus of all these extensions was the technical
order transaction. The next development step within the PDM area was Collaborative Product
Definition Management (cPDM), which places to the fore the process chain and the interplant
of b2b co-operation. The transition from classical Product Data Management (PDM) to
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) asks for enhanced functionality of the employed IT
systems as well as data models. Following the development stated above, the bottom line
conclusion is: A standardized format for component data is needed in order to ensure smooth,
efficient and economic data exchange between cooperating enterprises. The advantages of
organizing data with class systems are given evidence on the basis of examples from different
product life cycle phases.
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1.

Management of component data in product development

Data management is determined nowadays in most enterprises by numbering systems and
master data records. The description (specification) depth achieved with these methods is not
fulfilling the requests of PLM. Take for example the support of the flexible configuration
rules or prescriptions within complex products. A attribute/characteristic-based approach for
component management is indispensable. Following this practicable scheme leads to efficient
hierarchically structured and interlaced class systems.
A class system combines the benefits of a hierarchical classification system and the describing
features of a class list of characteristics. Similar objects with the same describing features that
only distinguish themselves by different property values are bundled into classes. These
classes are described by those properties and structured hierarchically. The parent-child
relationship within the hierarchy can be semantically described as a “is_a”-relationship. Every
class defines a space within which the properties for the description of objects are defined
uniquely. This means that the semantic meaning of a specific property is the same for all
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objects within the same class and its subclasses. This is not the case for class lists of
characteristics. A class system follows the paradigm of object orientation, meaning that all
parameters of a parent class are inherited in all child classes. Classes that have other child
classes of their own account are called generic classes.
These generic classes can contain generic objects respectively parts. In this case, these parts
or products are just an abstraction of real parts respectively products. These generic parts are
useful in case of a methodical design approach in which a designer defines the use of a
generic part “rolling bearing” within a bill of material at an early stage of the design when no
concrete part can be specified. This generic “rolling bearing” can then be replaced by the
designer with a concrete bearing (e.g. drawn cup needle roller bearing or cylindrical roller
bearing) at a later point in time depending on the individual requirements of the current
design.
Rolling Bearings
nB: Limiting Speed
C: Basic dynamic load
C0: Basic static load

Radial Rolling
Bearings
d: Bore diameter
D: Outside diameter
B: Width

Drawn cup needle
roller bearings

Cylindrical roller
bearings

Fw: Inscribed enveloping
circle diameter
Fw == d
C1 == B

Figure 1: Example of a class system

The usage of a class system for the management of data offers a lot of benefits within the
product development and the total product lifecycle. The hierarchical structure between the
classes offers a better overview and supplies some order to the contained data. This leads to a
faster and more methodical search and enables the inheritance of properties. Inheritance
provides a means of uniquely applying properties within a hierarchy. It saves time during the
definition of the properties since not all the properties have to be defined for every class and it
avoids redundancies. Another benefit of the inheritance of properties is the improved
property-based search capability within the hierarchy.
The ISO 13584 PLIB (parts library) is a series of International Standards for the computer
sensible representation and exchange of part library data [3]. The objective is to provide a
mechanism capable of transferring parts library data, independent of any application which is
using a parts library data system. The nature of this description makes it suitable not only for
the exchange of files containing parts, but also as a basis for implementing and sharing
databases of parts library data. Part 10 of ISO 13584 [2] stipulates the creation of class
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systems that meet all demands of PLM. It strikes us as reasonable to master component
administration (management) based on class systems consistent with the ISO 13584.

2. Application scenarios for class-system in product lifecycle
management
2.1 Supporting the early design phases
Methodical design is easing the design within the phases but at the same time it creates
problems at the transition between phases. Stepping to another phase is in the opinion of Roth
[8] at the choice of the designer. The early phases of product design are characterized by the
modeling with partial mostly qualitative information. Elements of the conceptual phase are
gradually enhanced and completed with quantitative data to permit the evaluation and choice
of solutions [7]. It is impossible to make accurate predictions on costs, manufacturing or
environmental impact in the planning and concept phase of product development, even if
forecasts in this phase would open possibilities for great improvement. O’Shea [5] is
proposing an enhancement of product models as a solution to this problem. The most experts
in the field of expertise are speaking about a integrative, phase-overlapping product model as
a prerequisite for PLM.
The early phases have a great impact on quality and profitableness of the designed artifacts..
Even if the theoretical base of the methodical design was founded 30 years ago, there is no
extensive usage outside the science world. Several reason for not employing the method are
counted: to universal, no software support, not known, unwieldy etc.. This is the starting point
of today’s research: geometry and functions in CAD, standardized schema for representing
functions, unified vocabulary for naming functions of mechanical devices [10]. In our eyes
one of the most important task is the formal description of functions. What and what for?:
•

Unequivocal terminology

•

Reduction of misunderstanding, ease of communication of functions during modeling

•

Improvement of expressiveness and compare ness of functional models

•

Systematical search after analogies in existing functional models for new designs as
well as reengineering

• Better software [7], [8], [10]
The need for a taxonomy of mechanical engineering functions is known for several years. The
standard literature shows quite a bit of approaches [1], [7]. Actual research tries to combine
the existing based on similarities [6]. The authors propose a function library for supporting
the product life cycle management. This library should build on the ISO 13584 – Parts
Library standard. Comparing parts is possible only through relating to a reference library. In
analogy to the ISO 13584, a functional reference library would provide a way to relate parts
and products based on their main function. The domain specific description of functions could
be translated and used in other domains.
Relating functions and sub functions to the structure (“Baustruktur”) of existing products
should be possible without great methodical problems. The functional description would open
new ways of cooperation for component suppliers in the early phases of product development.
Following tasks and problems arise from this approach:
•

a clear without ambiguity correlation between parts, assemblies and functions is not
always possible, partly due to the discretisation of the function structure
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•

the consistent formulation of technical functions is not given, need for a reference
hierarchy
• formulation of function integration.
Operation an flow formulations after Stone [10] could be used as the starting point in building
up a reference hierarchy for engineering functions. The benefits generated by using a linked
function - part library, implicitly connecting the function structure to the product model are:
• ease of product maintenance,
• ease of reengineering
• ease of search for equivalent solutions [9]
• ease of optimization etc.
Fig. 2 shows the possible linking of product data with catalog data. By creating the relation
between a function and a part a component supplier can be implicated in the conceptual phase
of product design.
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Figure 2: Linking Product Data to Catalog Data

Further benefits of product life accompanying function models are the connection to business
relevant data. Function based estimations as starting point for economic decisions can be
carried out efficiently over the entire product life cycle (i.e. value analysis). Changes in the
physical design as for changing the component supplier can be evaluated trouble-free. Active
assistance of product lifecycle management is given in further domains:
•
•
•
•
•

change management
reduction of part number (price, logistics etc) through function integration
platform strategies
modular design
control of product function and function price
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2.2 Efficient search for replicate parts
Most part management systems structure their content using a hierarchical classification
systems. Due to a huge amount of data, this structure can grow immensely complex and
confusing. Another drawback is that the structure is always created from the same viewing
angle (also called the discriminator. An example of a discriminator is for instance the
manufacturing method for a part ( e.g. welding, casting, etc.). The searcher has to know the
structure of the hierarchy in order to search successfully. This is increasingly difficult for
great numbers of parts and different kinds of structures. Some parts are not classified at all
making them almost impossible to find. This is one reason for the time and time again
designing of existing parts and increasing costs. Searching parts delivers only narrow results.
Alternative parts in other branches of the hierarchy are not found and shown.

Search using
• classes
• properties
• relationships

Class
Property

– Inside a hierarchy
– Between hierarchies
• Between classes
• Between properties

Figure 3: Search for replicate parts

A class system improves the search substantial. The search can be performed over the class
structure using the properties and relations of the part classes. Property driven search delivers
even if the part or the classification schema is not known. Results are all parts of possible
different classes that possess the property. Knowledge of parts and classification schema is
not anymore decisive in the search. The search can be performed just as good by less
experienced designers.

2.3 Supporting automatic product configuration
The customization of products has growing impact on market success. Online catalogs offer
potential customers the possibility to modify products configurations and check the outcome
of their adjustments. Outcome is the need for representations of modification and combination
possibilities in a modular design through rules (s. Fig. 4).
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Carriage.ThreadDiameter = GreaseNipple.ThreadDiameter
Carriage.Type = RollingElement.Type
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Figure 4: Product configuration with class systems

This demands a broader description than i.e. numbering systems. The class system offers a
ideal basis for modular design through the property based description and the multiple
relations between classes and properties.

3.

Prerequisites for introducing a class system

Main condition for the implementation of class systems is the support of object oriented class
concept in PLM-Systems. Modern PLM-Systems facilitate the translation from numbering
systems and master data to OO-Class oriented approaches. Beside the technical requirements
concerning the IT a broad know how in the field of classification is needed. A extensive body
of rules has to be considered while defining and structuring the classes. Following questions
play an important role:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Which objects will be managed by the class system?
What is the maximal number of classes to be defined?
How many hierarchic layers are appropriate?
How will classes differentiate? What is the discriminator?
Which properties are used for class definition?
On which layer should the property be instantiated?
Is new information generating a new class or a new property?
What kind of relations between classes exist and are needed? (i.e. “is_case_of”)
What kind of views on the data exist and are needed?

A thorough analyse of data and processes generates answers to most of the
questions mentioned before. The class structure and definition of properties can be
stipulated only working hand in hand with the specialist departments. The
coordination process is usually accomplished in workshops under the moderation
and guidance of classification experts.
Atos Origin is an international information technology services provider. Its business
is turning client vision into results through the application of consulting, systems
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integration and managed operations, including outsourcing and on-line services.
30,000 employees world-wide deliver innovative solutions and strong sector
experience to better manage the entire value network for companies and extended
enterprises. The core areas of excellence comprise management consulting,
enterprise and eBusiness solutions and outsourcing. Within the field of product
lifecycle management Atos Origin offers a complete service portfolio from process
analysis through system selection, customizing and system implementation up to
user training. These services also cover the preparation of client-specific class
systems and the implementation of these systems into the internal processes.

4.

Conclusion

Product Lifecycle management (PLM) moves towards being the essential data
management technology in business. PLM extends classical PDM functionality and
enhances the pure technical order processing with all necessary information for
support of the entire product life cycle. An example is the need for functions
describing and managing information in the end of life phase of components and
products like support of maintenance or recycling. Due to the extension of the
function range, the integration of different software systems plays an important role in
an efficient PLM solution. One of the basic conditions for PLM is, leaving out software
and hardware technical criteria, the uniform or related data landscapes in
cooperating enterprises.
The main aim of this contribution was to specify the considerably advantages that
can be achieved by using class hierarchies for the description of product data. It went
into detail in different lifecycle phases providing specific examples. In the early
development stages function hierarchies for supporting PLM were considered ([6],
[7]). Component hierarchies were treated pertaining general lifecycle phase
overlapping matters: organization and non-ambiguous data, facilitate search
operations, comparability of components, ease of attribute generation through
inheritance, efficient search for similar or non-variable components [4] support for
automatic product configuration.
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